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Abstract

A 74-year-old female presented to the preoperative assessment clinic (PAC) prior to elective, right shoulder, arthroplasty. Her past medical history was significant for hypertension, osteoarthritis, and mild chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. She denied any cardiovascular symptoms with the exception of increasing exertional shortness of breath while walking her dog up the hill to her house. She attributed this change in exercise tolerance to “getting older and out of shape.” The patient quit smoking 25 years ago and regularly takes her antihypertensive regimen of hydrochlorothiazide and lisinopril. In the PAC her vital signs were the following; blood pressure 158/64 mmHg, pulse 78 beats/min, and room air oxygen saturation 100%. Auscultation of her chest revealed clear lung sounds and a regular cardiac rate and rhythm with a mid-grade (3 to 4/6) systolic ejection murmur radiating to her carotid arteries. A 12-lead electrocardiogram showed normal sinus rhythm and nonspecific S-T wave changes. A transthoracic echocardiogram was obtained which revealed a normal ejection fraction of 65%, impaired left ventricular relaxation, moderate concentric left ventricular hypertrophy, moderate left atrial enlargement, and severe aortic valve stenosis (AVA = 0.9 cm²; peak gradient 60 mmHg) with mild aortic regurgitation. The patient was referred to cardiology and subsequently underwent a coronary and right heart catheterization which showed nonobstructive coronary disease, a peak left ventricular pressure gradient of 75 mmHg and an end diastolic pressure of 22 mmHg.

The patient was scheduled for aortic valve replacement surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB). Intraoperative anesthetic and surgical care of the patient were uneventful; she was managed with an isoflurane and fentanyl-based anesthetic, and muscle relaxation was achieved with cisatracurium. A 23-mm stentless, bioprosthetic aortic valve was inserted and the patient was weaned from CPB without inotropes. Following closure of her sternum, transient episodes of hypotension (80/60 mmHg) occurred with concomitant echocardiographic evidence of left ventricular (LV) underfilling that responded to volume loading with colloid. The patient was hemodynamically stable upon transfer to the intensive care unit (ICU), sedated with dexmedetomidine, and on a low dose infusion of phenylephrine. During the first 6 hours in the ICU, the patient’s cardiac index dipped below 2.0
which corresponded to her relatively low cardiac filling pressure (LVEDP <18 mmHg) and labile blood pressure. Due to the minimal chest tube drainage and hemodynamic lability, a bedside TEE was performed which was negative for evidence of cardiac tamponade, but it did confirm a relative hypovolemia. The patient responded well to volume resuscitation and her hemodynamics stabilized at an LVEDP 24 mmHg. She was subsequently weaned from the ventilator on the morning of POD 1 and remained hemodynamically stable and cognitively intact before transfer to a floor bed on postoperative day two.

On POD 3 her family remarked that she was “not herself” and somewhat disoriented. Her oxygen requirements had increased over the preceding 24 hours, and her physical exam and chest x-ray were consistent with pulmonary edema. An electrocardiogram revealed atrial fibrillation. Her blood pressure was 95/60 mmHg. The patient was transferred to the ICU for closer observation, and for re-intubation after low oxygen saturation did not respond to face shield oxygen or Bi-PAP. Her cardiac rhythm was medically converted with amiodarone, and she was carefully diuresed with furosemide prior to extubation a day later. She progressed slowly and was discharged to a rehabilitation facility on POD 8 prior to returning to her home.

The above case represents a common scenario. Changes in the epidemiology of patients undergoing both cardiac and major noncardiac surgery (1–3), coupled with the growing number of older persons with heart failure (4,5), may make future perioperative care more difficult (6). Although our patient reached hospital discharge with no long-term sequelae, her postoperative course was prolonged and complicated. She exemplifies the limited physiologic reserve that characterizes many persons in her cohort. The question of how to recognize and manage this situation arises and is best addressed through an examination of the physiology of the early spectrum of cardiovascular disease, specifically that of aging and diastolic dysfunction. The valvular lesion that was discovered should not distract the reader from the physiologic derangements that were exposed after aortic valve repair; this patient’s hemodynamic lability, poor tolerance of volume shifts, cardiac arrhythmia, and eventual reintubation and ICU recidivism occurred despite normal systolic indices and a well-functioning aortic valve prosthesis. In addition, this patient could revisit the same set of perioperative issues when she returns for her shoulder arthroplasty.

This review will focus on the physiology and management of the patient with diastolic dysfunction from the standpoint of the cardiac anesthesiologist, echocardiographer, and general anesthesiologist. Diastolic dysfunction, the precursor of diastolic heart failure, has been termed the great masquerader (7). Because its clinical presentation may erroneously be ascribed to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or to normal aging, diastolic heart disease may remain undiagnosed or ignored. Other than exercise intolerance (8,9), symptoms associated with isolated diastolic heart failure in the elderly include weakness, anorexia, fatigue, and mental confusion. One clue in identifying this disorder is the diastolic dysfunction phenotype; that is, the 65-year-old, postmenopausal, hypertensive female patient (10). Indeed, diastolic dysfunction represents a part of the physiologic spectrum that progresses from normal aging to advanced cardiovascular disease. Although the perioperative risk for the healthy, elderly patient with isolated diastolic dysfunction is not yet known (11,12), extrapolations from cardiac surgery and cardiology data suggest that it is associated with increased morbidity and mortality (13–17). Therefore, the perioperative physician is obliged to understand age-related changes in the heart and vasculature that impact diastolic function and to become knowledgeable of the diagnostic and prognostic echocardiographic measures of diastolic function so that perioperative management can be modified in a way that may improve outcome in the elderly.
Physiologic Changes of Aging and Diastolic Dysfunction

Several changes in cardiac structure and function occur with aging that contribute to diastolic dysfunction. On the structural level, there is a decrease in myocyte number, an increase in myocyte size, and an increase in the amount of connective tissue matrix (18,19). Myocyte number decreases because of cell necrosis and apoptosis. As myocytes are lost they are replaced with fibroblasts, and the remaining myocytes hypertrophy. As the fibroblasts produce collagen, interstitial fibrosis occurs and the heart becomes stiffer and less compliant. The stiffer and less compliant ventricle affects diastolic relaxation as well as systolic contraction. Chronically elevated afterload from stiff vasculature leads to left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) and prolongation in systolic contraction time. Prolonged systolic contraction, in turn, impinges upon early diastole (20–23).

The two main consequences of age-related arterial stiffening are decreased aortic distensibility and increased pulse wave velocity (24,25). The aorta is responsible for cushioning the pulse energy generated by the heart and converting it into stored energy through the elastic recoil of the vessel. The loss of distensibility during systole results in a higher systolic pressure (Figure 1), and less stored energy to augment forward flow during diastole. This is manifested by a lower diastolic pressure (Figure 2). The resultant increased pulse pressure is an established risk factor for cardiovascular events (26–29).

The pulse wave velocity is the speed at which the pressure wave, generated by the contracting heart, travels to the periphery and is responsible for a palpable pulse. As vessels become stiffer, the pulse wave becomes faster. The pressure wave is reflected from the periphery, mainly at arterial branch sites, similar to sound waves reflected as echoes. In the younger adult with compliant vessels, the reflected wave returns to the heart during diastole which augments aortic diastolic pressure and coronary perfusion. However, as the pulse wave velocity increases with stiffened vessels, the reflected wave returns during late systole which augments systolic pressure, increasing afterload and the pulse pressure width. This is analogous to a mistimed intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP). Inflation of an IABP prior to aortic valve closure leads to an increase in left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV), left ventricular end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP), left ventricular (LV) wall stress (afterload), and oxygen demand. Thus, the large vessel stiffening of advanced age can lead to greater myocardial stroke work, wall tension, and oxygen consumption in the older heart compared to the younger heart. Additionally, these arterial changes contribute to altered diastolic function; afterload directly affects LV relaxation, and is a stimulus for hypertrophy of the myocardium (30,31).

Although the majority of elderly patients presenting for surgery will have normal ejection fractions by echocardiogram, up to a one-third of these patients will have abnormal diastolic function (14). An understanding of the phases of diastole and associated physiologic determinants are important in order to understand how age-related changes in cardiac structure and function influence diastology (Table 1). At the mechanical level (Figure 3), diastole begins with aortic valve closure when the pressure within the left ventricle begins to fall, termed the isovolumic relaxation phase. The left ventricular pressure will continue to fall even after the opening of the mitral valve. In fact, left ventricular pressure falls below left atrial pressure as a result of elastic recoil, creating a “suction” effect. Rapid filling of the left ventricle occurs during this phase. Normally, left ventricular relaxation ends in the first third of rapid filling so that the majority of left ventricular filling is dependent on such properties as left ventricular compliance, ventricular interaction (e.g., synchronicity), and pericardial restraint. Finally, atrial systole contributes to the rest of left ventricular volume. In the young heart, approximately 80% of LV filling is complete by the end of the passive filling phase, with the remainder occurring during active atrial transport. In contrast, with advanced age, impairments in early diastolic relaxation and ventricular compliance alter filling dynamics such that atrial transport...
becomes the more important contributor to diastolic volume. This, so called, atrial “kick” is essential in order to maintain an adequate preload, particularly if the preceding three phases of diastole are adversely influenced by age-related changes in cardiac structure and function.

The diagnosis of diastolic dysfunction can be made from cardiac catheterization and Doppler LV diastolic filling patterns. Catheterization data show increases in ventricular diastolic pressure (>16mmHg) with preserved systolic function and normal ventricular volumes. Most Doppler LV diastolic filling patterns can be categorized into one of four distinct categories (Figure 4). The normal pattern is seen in healthy young and middle-aged persons. In sinus rhythm, there are two peaks in the Doppler diastolic filling profile that occur in response to the pressure gradient between the left atrium (LA) and left ventricle; early in diastole following mitral valve opening when LV pressure falls below LA pressure, and late in diastole when atrial contraction increases LA pressure above LV pressure. The LV filling pattern in healthy young subjects is characterized by predominant rapid filling early in diastole with modest additional filling during atrial contraction. The filling pattern can be quantified by measuring the peak early diastolic flow velocity (E) and the peak flow velocity during atrial contraction (A), and expressing this as E/A ratio (Figure 5). Normally, the E/A ratio in young subjects is greater than one.

The first pattern of altered LV filling is termed “delayed relaxation” (Figure 4). In this pattern there is reduced peak rate and amount of early filling, and the relative importance of atrial filling is enhanced, resulting in a reversed E/A ratio of less than one (e.g., E<A). This decreased rate of early filling is owing to a decreased early diastolic LA to LV pressure gradient, caused by a slowed rate of LV relaxation. While a delayed relaxation pattern can be seen in patients with LV hypertrophy, atrial hypertension and coronary artery disease, it is the one normally seen in healthy older persons who are free of cardiovascular disease.

The other two patterns (Figure 4) of altered LV filling are always abnormal, including in the elderly. The first has been termed pseudo-normalization, as the E/A ratio is greater than 1 (as seen in young normals). This pattern results from an increase in LA pressure that compensates for the slowed rate of LV relaxation and restores early diastolic LV pressure gradient to the baseline level seen in younger persons. The left atrium “pushes” to fill the LV, whereas in the young patient, the left ventricle fills by creating a “suction” effect. Elevated left atrial pressure results in left atrial enlargement due to pressure and volume overload. It has been suggested that left atrial enlargement is associated with age (32,33); however, there is evidence that increased left atrial size is not a normal result of aging (34,35) and is more likely a compensatory response to impaired left ventricular relaxation. Left atrial volume increases with progressively worsening diastolic function (36–38), and is a risk factor for complications including atrial fibrillation and embolic stroke. In order to differentiate normal from pseudo-normal, the patient’s preload can be reduced using nitroglycerin or with the introduction of a Valsalva maneuver, potentially uncovering an E<A pattern and impaired relaxation. Another way to circumvent the preload dependency of transmitral Doppler is the use of myocardial (or annular) velocities by tissue Doppler (TDI) as discussed later.

In the final altered LV filling pattern, called “restrictive”, early filling is increased abnormally, even above that seen in young normals. Moreover, as a result of diminished atrial filling, due to reduced atrial contractility, the E/A ratio is often greater than two. This pattern is seen in patients with severe diastolic dysfunction, pulmonary congestion, and end-stage dilated cardiomyopathy. Similar to pseudonormalization, reversible and irreversible restrictive disease can be distinguished from each other by Valsalva maneuver. In reversible, restrictive disease the mitral inflow pattern becomes abnormal with the A > E whereas in irreversible, restrictive disease the E wave remains greater than the A wave owing to the very stiff ventricle and very high filling pressures. Taken together, each abnormal filling pattern results from a variable
combination of delayed early relaxation, increased LA pressure, and increased LV chamber stiffness. Indeed, these patterns represent a continuum from normal to severe diastolic dysfunction, with progressively increasing LV chamber stiffness.

It is important to distinguish the difference between diastolic dysfunction and diastolic heart failure (Table 2). Diastolic dysfunction is a physiologic or preclinical state in which abnormal relaxation or increased LV stiffness is compensated for by increasing LA pressure so that LV preload remains adequate. These patients may be considered American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) stage A or stage B since they are asymptomatic (39). Progression to diastolic heart failure, ACC/AHA stage C or D, is characterized by signs and symptoms of HF with normal ejection fraction (>50%), the absence of valvular disease, and echocardiographic evidence of diastolic dysfunction. Diastolic heart failure is a true heart failure syndrome, as neurohormonal activation is triggered in a similar manner to that which occurs in systolic heart failure (40,41).

The pathophysiology of diastolic heart failure is characterized by a low cardiac output state resulting from a stiff, thickened ventricle with a small cavity. Relaxation is slow in early diastole and offers greater resistance to filling in late diastole, so that diastolic pressures are elevated. Elevated left atrial pressure is transmitted backward through the valveless pulmonary veins to the pulmonary capillary bed. Under normal resting conditions, the patient may be asymptomatic. However, periods of activity or stress which increase heart rate, stroke volume, end diastolic volume or blood pressure result in pulmonary overload, manifesting as shortness of breath, fatigue, and most commonly, exertional dyspnea (8). Accordingly, because patients with diastolic dysfunction are often asymptomatic at rest, it is important to inquire about exercise tolerance (9). Indeed, the presentation of heart failure in older patients may be insidious or sudden with the onset of severe shortness of breath usually attributable to pulmonary edema. However, patients may complain only of fatigue or lack of energy, which may be attributable to physical deconditioning. Even though signs/symptoms and clinical examination can provide useful information, such as atrial fibrillation, displaced apex, jugular venous distension, accurately diagnosing older patients with suspected heart failure can be difficult. While its beyond the scope of this review, investigations for an older patient with suspected heart failure should include a combination of simple blood tests such as serum electrolytes, 12-lead electrocardiogram, chest radiology, B-type natriuretic peptide, and echocardiography.

The Cardiac Surgery Patient with Diastolic Dysfunction

It is well established that complications following cardiac surgery are encountered in patients of advanced age. Other risk stratification characteristics that are typically encountered include prolonged CPB time, female sex, and diminished systolic function (42,43); however, there may exist a group of patients who are still at elevated risk for a more complicated hospital course who do not necessarily display these characteristics. Specifically, the echocardiographic identification of diastolic dysfunction and the presence of elevated diastolic filling pressures can yield meaningful information that can help identify these patients and guide perioperative management.

As discussed previously, the LV inflow Doppler is the most commonly used measurement in the echocardiographic examination of diastolic function because transmitral flow patterns and associated deceleration times represent increasing degrees of LV diastolic impairment. Because these measurements, along with the pulmonary venous waveform patterns, change rapidly with preload variations, heart rate and rhythm disturbances (44–46), tissue Doppler imaging is considered to be a more sensitive tool in the assessment of diastolic function (Figure 6). Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) is a modality that measures myocardial velocity, in contrast to traditional Doppler, which measures blood flow velocity and may not represent actual...
myocardial properties (47). Mitral annular motion has been shown in experimental animal work and in humans to relate well with invasive indices of relaxation (48–51). The measurements e', representing the early diastolic active relaxation phase, and a', the late diastolic atrial contraction phase, can be used to identify and quantify diastolic dysfunction (Figure 6 and Figure 7).

In the normal heart, e’ may be influenced by alterations in preload (52); however, in the presence of diastolic dysfunction, e’ decreases and becomes preload independent (53). This allows for the severity of diastolic dysfunction to be quantified by a decreasing e’ value. Age influences the e’ and a’ values; an e’ <10 cm/s in those less than 50 years of age, and e’ <8 in those over 50 should be considered abnormal (52). The e’ to a’ ratio verifies abnormal diastolic function (e’/a’ > 1 is considered normal), as an e’/a’ ratio of less than one during Valsalva confirms the presence of diastolic dysfunction (54). Age also influences the e’/a’ ratio, and after the age of 50 e’/a’ <1 is frequently encountered and should be correlated with other echocardiographic measurements.

A robust quantification of elevated left ventricular filling pressures in diastolic dysfunction is the ratio of trans-mitral E wave velocity to mitral annular velocity (E/e’) (55–58). This ratio normalizes early transmitral left ventricular filling to mitral annular motion and is used to estimate mean left atrial pressure (with values >15 representing elevated filling pressures, and <8 reflecting normal filling pressures) (17,50,55). Moreover, accuracy of this measurement has been shown to be relatively independent of LV systolic function, rhythm abnormalities (such as tachycardia and atrial fibrillation), LV hypertrophy, and functional mitral regurgitation (17,50,59–62).

Although e’ relates to global indices of LV relaxation, it must be realized that it is a regional index, as errors can occur in patients with regional wall motion abnormalities at the Doppler sampling site. A limitation to E/e’, a’, and e’ is that myocardial motion at the lateral annulus is higher than the septal annulus, as the septum is tethered to the right ventricle and other structures in the middle of the heart (55,63). For this reason, and because of its accessibility with transesophageal echocardiography, the lateral mitral annular velocity may be easier to use in the intraoperative transesophageal setting. Though relatively independent of ejection fraction (EF), the reliability of E/e’ in predicting pulmonary capillary wedge pressure in decompensated advanced systolic heart failure has been called into question (64). The previously mentioned age-related changes and influence of preload in the normal heart when using TDI measures must also be kept in mind. Despite these limitations, tissue Doppler imaging is a powerful tool for identifying whether mitral valve inflow velocity patterns represent pseudonormalization and elevated filling pressures.

Doppler echocardiography of diastolic function has shown utility as a diagnostic tool in predicting outcome in patients undergoing cardiac surgery. A recent prospective report of 191 CABG patients found greatly increased mortality (12% vs 0%) following cardiac surgery in patients with significant diastolic dysfunction; risk scores based on systolic function and patient characteristics were less accurate in predicting complications in this patient group than were markers of diastolic dysfunction (65). Bernard, et al. identified diastolic dysfunction as an independent predictor of difficult separation from CPB (66). Liu et al. (13) identified that pseudonormal or restrictive transmitral flow patterns were predictive of cardiac events following CABG, while LVEF and the presence of left main coronary artery disease were not independent predictors of poor outcome.

The importance of diastolic dysfunction in cardiac surgery patients is supported by the mechanism of progression of myocardial dysfunction in ischemic heart disease. Diastolic dysfunction has been identified as the earliest potential marker of myocardial ischemia (67–
69), and thereby may represent an early range of the spectrum of myocardial dysfunction that occurs prior to gross systolic impairment, nonetheless representing a diseased myocardium. An incremental relationship between severity of diastolic dysfunction and outcomes has been demonstrated by Whalley et al., in which non-surgical congestive heart failure patients with restrictive diastolic filling patterns had more complications than those with pseudonormal filling patterns or abnormal relaxation (70). Furthermore, non-surgical patients with both preserved and depressed EF admitted for acute myocardial ischemia (AMI) could be stratified for risk using $E/e'$ to identify patients with diastolic dysfunction with elevated filling pressures (17). In that study group, AMI patients were shown to have a higher incidence of heart failure and poor outcomes with restrictive and pseudonormal LV filling patterns. Elevated filling pressures in that study group were identified by an $E/e' >15$ mmHg, consistent with several previous reports (17,50,55).

This evidence suggests that elevated LV diastolic filling pressures may be the factor most important in poor outcomes, rather than simply the existence of delayed relaxation (71). Elevated filling pressures have also been found to be a predictor of mortality in cardiac surgery patients independent of systolic function (16). In that group, those patients identified to have LV filling pressures above 22 mmHg were found to have twice the mortality of patients with filling pressures less than 14 mmHg.

There is some indication that elevated LV filling pressures may predict a prolonged and more complicated ICU and/or hospital stay following cardiac surgery. In a retrospective study of 205 cardiac surgery patients, a 12% increase in hospital length of stay was observed in those patients who had tissue-Doppler based evidence of elevated filling pressures as defined by $E/e' >17$ (72). Ejection fraction and patient comorbidities were equal between groups. Also, in a study of ICU re-admissions following cardiac surgery, ICU recidivism has been shown to be more likely in those with diastolic dysfunction. This analysis examined 41 ICU re-admissions and their likelihood of requiring re-intubation. With similar EF, age, baseline BP, HR, and renal function, those who required re-intubation were observed to have worse diastolic function, increased $E/e'$, and increased left atrial size on the preoperative echocardiogram (17).

Diastolic dysfunction and elevated filling pressures should alert the clinician that the cardiac surgery patient may be more challenging than appreciated, even if systolic function is normal. The increased sensitivity of the cardiovascular system to acute changes in loading conditions, and thus the need for strict management of volume status, is of critical importance. The speed with which intravenous fluids are administered may be more significant, with patients of poor diastolic function less able to tolerate rapid volume shifts. Myocardial protection strategies are, as always, of paramount importance, but may need to be reexamined on a patient-by-patient basis in the presence of diastolic dysfunction to ensure an optimal strategy. Myocardial calcium regulation is abnormal in diastolic dysfunction, and may affect the choice to utilize an inotrope, or to administer specific agents. Lusitropic agents such as milrinone may be of particular benefit in weaning off of cardiopulmonary bypass. Although there is no directed strategy for acutely improving diastolic function, these are a few strategies that have been utilized in the management of these patients.

The newer, TDI based diastolic variables $e'$, $a'$, and $E/e'$ are simple to incorporate into the echocardiographic examination, and can give valuable information with respect to postoperative complications following cardiac surgery. These measures are easy to obtain, and can identify patients without traditional predictors of complications following cardiac surgery who still may be at high risk.
Given the cardiovascular changes that occur with diastolic dysfunction and in the elderly (Table 3), the perioperative management of these patients can be challenging. A thorough preoperative assessment is in order to risk stratify these patients. Particularly in the elderly, it is important to inquire about functional capacity as individuals unable to climb a flight of stairs (4 METS), walk indoors around the house, or do light house work (1 MET), are at an increased risk for complications. The functional capacity evaluation may further alert the anesthesiologist to signs of clinically significant diastolic dysfunction. Since a heart failure history, independent of coronary artery disease, is associated with increased morbidity and mortality after noncardiac surgery (73), risk factors for heart failure should be sought in the preoperative evaluation. Although not specific to the elderly per se, the reader should refer to the latest ACC/AHA published guidelines for a complete discussion of perioperative care and evaluation of cardiac patients undergoing non-cardiac surgery (74). In brief, patients with asymptomatic heart disease can safely undergo elective noncardiac surgery without first requiring angioplasty or coronary bypass grafting to lower the risk for surgery. Noninvasive and invasive preoperative cardiac testing should not necessarily be performed unless results will affect patient management. Patients with severe or symptomatic cardiovascular disease and/or active cardiac conditions should undergo evaluation by a cardiologist and treatment before noncardiac surgery. Statins should not be discontinued before surgery. If a cardiac intervention is required before elective noncardiac surgery, then the patient should have angioplasty with the use of a bare-metal stent followed by 4 to 6 weeks of antiplatelet therapy plus aspirin.

During anesthesia, the cardiovascular changes discussed in the preceding sections predispose the elderly patient to greater hemodynamic instability and greater sensitivity to volume status (6,19,22,75). Several mechanisms can explain the hemodynamic instability. First, the elderly have a higher resting sympathetic tone and have altered beta receptor sensitivity. Removal of the baseline sympathetic tone with the induction of general or neuraxial anesthesia often results in hypotension. Secondly, older patients have a greater sensitivity to volume status. They often arrive on the day of surgery with a depleted intravascular volume because of more frequent use of diuretics, a decreased thirst response to hypovolemia, and age-related changes in renal function. As they are intensely dependent on preload to fill the left ventricle, the reduction in preload induced by anesthesia may result in profound hypotension. Thirdly, the direct effects of intravenous and volatile anesthetics impair cardiac inotropy and lusitropy, and produce both arterial and venous vasodilatation.

Anesthetic management of the elderly patient must be planned on a case-by-case basis. Instead of a specific type of anesthetic for the older patient, we offer suggestions on a set of principles that address the problems often encountered with the elderly patient. Monitoring volume status is critical to management of the older patient. For patients with known heart failure, coronary artery disease, and/or moderate diastolic dysfunction (e.g., delayed relaxation with indications of elevated filling pressures) the decision to place an intraarterial cannula for invasive blood pressure measurement and frequent blood sampling is based on the same considerations applied to the younger patient. Certainly, age-related alterations and coexisting disease may persuade the experienced anesthesiologist to institute such monitoring. However, because no clear evidence exists to specifically recommend this practice before or after induction of anesthesia, the timing of direct arterial pressure monitoring is best based on experience and local practice. For major surgery or vascular surgery, it is imperative that normovolemia be maintained. In such cases, consider use of central venous catheter, pulmonary artery catheter, or transesophageal echocardiography for intraoperative monitoring. Because evidence regarding the efficacy of central venous pressure, pulmonary artery pressure, or transesophageal echocardiographic monitoring as a means to evaluate intravascular volume in the elderly has
not been specifically addressed in the perioperative setting, it is not possible to recommend any of these for routine monitoring at this time. Moreover, given the inability of several noninvasive devices, such as the esophageal Doppler or arterial pulse contour, to measure pressures in the central circulation, their utility in patients in whom a concern over the development of pulmonary edema exists, remains limited (76). Indeed, future studies are warranted to determine their potential benefit in the elderly surgical patient when combined with an intraoperative goal-directed fluid strategy.

Induction of anesthesia should be accomplished in a smooth and controlled manner. The elderly require a reduced dose of any given induction agent to produce unconsciousness. The induction dose of most agents is decreased by 30–50% in the elderly. In addition, induction may be prolonged due to a slow circulation time. Therefore, consider titrating induction agents and waiting for an effect before administering additional doses. It is also important to prevent hypoxemia and hypercarbia, as these patients are prone to pulmonary hypertension. Adequate mask ventilation should be initiated as early as possible. Control of the patient’s blood pressure is also essential. It is reasonable to maintain the systolic BP within 10% of the baseline. At the same time, diastolic BP must be maintained, as a low diastolic BP can lead to myocardial ischemia. An attempt should be made to keep the pulse pressure less than the diastolic blood pressure; an increased pulse pressure is indicative of increased aortic impedance which, as described earlier, will increase wall stress, alter ventricular contraction time, and impair early diastolic filling.

Simultaneous infusions of low dose nitroglycerin and titrated phenylephrine can help to alleviate these physiologic alterations. Administered alone, however, these agents may worsen cardiac function in the elderly. For example, phenylephrine “stiffens” the vasculature and increases the return of the reflective wave (manifested by an increase in the pulse pressure), potentially impinging on systole and increasing myocardial work. Nitroglycerin alone decreases vascular tone and preload; ultimately reducing cardiac output. However, in contrast to phenylephrine, nitroglycerin decreases the amplitude of the reflected wave and when used under normovolemic conditions, it reduces the pulse pressure (77). Thus, the benefits of using combination low dose infusions of phenylephrine and nitroglycerine in the elderly are 1) the preservation of vascular distensibility, 2) avoidance of reductions in preload and coronary perfusion pressure and 3) maintenance of stroke volume with minimal cardiac work. In addition, heart rate should be maintained in the low to normal range (60–70 bpm). At this rate, there is adequate time in diastole to fill the noncompliant ventricle. In general, these principles can be remembered by using the “Rule of 70s.” For patients age >70, maintain DBP >70, PP <70, and HR = 70.

In the early postoperative period, patients with known diastolic heart disease should be watched over closely. As illustrated by this case scenario, elderly patients with diastolic dysfunction can acutely decompensate after initially appearing stable. Hypoxemia and/or atrial fibrillation are among the most common complications these patients may encounter in the postoperative anesthesia care unit as a consequence of volume overload. Importantly, when vascular sympathetic tone is restored upon emergence from general anesthesia or resolution of neuraxial blockade, the noncompliant heart may not be able to tolerate the increased shift in central blood volume thus resulting in pulmonary edema and/or atrial fibrillation. Indeed, maintaining the low dose infusion of nitroglycerin (e.g., 25 mcg/min), as discussed previously, may mitigate this from occurring due to its advantageous actions on the pulmonary vasculature. Nonetheless, the assessment of the postoperative patient with suspected heart failure should include an electrocardiogram for signs of ischemia, left ventricular hypertrophy, atrial fibrillation, left bundle branch block. If the ECG is abnormal, a further objective assessment of the patient is required. In most cases, this would involve an echocardiogram. Echocardiography is the ideal investigation as information can be obtained about cardiac valves as well as ventricular
function. Particularly in older patients, obstructive valvular disease can be detected and other factors influencing the left ventricular preload, including diastolic dysfunction. If echocardiography is not readily available, a chest radiograph may be obtained to provide information about the presence or absence of cardiomegaly and the presence of pulmonary fluid. Also, before treatment commences, additional blood tests such as arterial blood gas, serum electrolytes, and CBC should be performed in the older patient with confirmed heart failure. While treatment options include a carefully chosen dose of intravenous diuretic therapy, a beta blocker or calcium channel blocker for heart rate control, and a venodilator such as nitroglycerin (if tolerated), treatment is best when delivered as part of a multidisciplinary team.

Conclusion

As the number of persons aged 65 and older continues to grow, the anesthesiologist will more frequently encounter this demographic. Cardiovascular changes that occur in this patient population present difficult anesthetic challenges and place these patients at a high risk of perioperative morbidity and mortality. The anesthesiologist should be knowledgeable about these age-related cardiovascular changes, the pathophysiology underlying them, and the appropriate perioperative management. Whether presenting for cardiac or general surgery, the anesthesiologist must identify patients with altered physiology due to aging or to diastolic dysfunction and be prepared to modify the care plan accordingly. With a directed preoperative assessment that focuses on certain aspects of the cardiovascular system, and the assistance of powerful echocardiographic tools such as tissue Doppler, this can be achieved.
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Figure 1.
Age-related arterial stiffness and pressure waveform shapes. (Reprinted with permission from Dudley M, Groban L. Current Reviews in Clinical Anesthesia 2009;29:263-75.)
Figure 2.
Schematic of blood pressure as a result of ejection of blood (e.g., stroke volume) into a series of tubes whose diameters vary with pulsating pressure. In the young adult, the aorta cushions the cardiac pulsation by converting pressure energy into elastic energy through distension. Once the heart ceases ejection and the pressure falls, the walls of the aorta recoil and the elastic energy is reconverted into pressure energy. This reduces the magnitude of pressure change and allows for a steady flow beyond the arterioles. This accounts for the diastolic component of BP. With aging and hypertension, the aorta and other major conduit vessels become rigid leading to a loss of “cushioning” of the ejected energy. Accordingly, this loss of stored energy manifests in extremes in pressure--increased pulse pressure and very low diastolic pressure. (Adapted from Baird RN, Abbott WM. Lancet 1976;2:948-41.)
Figure 3.
Cardiac cycle with phases of diastole.
Figure 4.
Doppler criteria for classification of diastolic function. (Reprinted with permission from Chest 2005;128:3652–3663.) (Figure 4)
Figure 5.
Top: Schematic of the midesophageal four-chamber view with pulsed wave Doppler (PWD) imaging sample volume at the level of the tips of the open mitral valve leaflets.
Bottom: Transmitral blood flow velocity profile obtained with PWD imaging at the midesophageal four-chamber view. (Reprinted with permission from Chest 2005;128:3652–3663.) (Figure 2A and B)
Figure 6.
Top: Schematic of the midesophageal four-chamber view with pulsed Doppler imaging sample volume located at the lateral mitral annular wall for tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) assessment of diastolic function.
Bottom: Lateral mitral annular tissue Doppler waveforms for the assessment of left ventricular diastolic function. (Reprinted with permission from Chest 2005;128:3652–3663.) (Figures 7A and B)
Figure 7.
Transmitral Doppler imaging, pulmonary view Doppler imaging, and tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) profiles corresponding to normal, delayed relaxation, pseudonormal, and restrictive filling patterns. (Reprinted with permission from Chest 2005;128:3652–3663.) (Figure 5)
Table 1

Principle Effects of Aging on the Cardiovascular System

- Increased arterial stiffness
- Increased myocardial stiffness
- Impaired beta-adrenergic responsiveness
- Impaired endothelial function
- Reduced sinus node function
- Decreased baroreceptor responsiveness
- Net effect: marked reduction in cardiovascular reserve
Table 2

Risk Factors for Diastolic Heart Failure

- Age >70, hypertensive female
- Systolic hypertension, increased pulse pressure (>60 mmHg)
- Diabetes, chronic renal insufficiency
- Echo: Normal EF, delayed relaxation, left LAE >50 mm, LVH
- ECG: previous MI, LVH, AF
- Recent weight gain (fluid overload)
- Exercise intolerance
- BNP >120 (BNP of 200 pg/ml may not be clinically significant in older, post-menopausal women)
### Table 3

**Age Related Cardiovascular Changes and Implications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age-related Change</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
<th>Anesthetic Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial hypertrophy</td>
<td>Apoptotic cells are not replaced and there is compensatory hypertrophy of existing cells; reflected waves during late systole create strain on myocardium leading to hypertrophy</td>
<td>Increased ventricular stiffness, prolonged contraction and delayed relaxation</td>
<td>Failure to maintain preload leads to an exaggerated decrease in CO; excessive volume more easily increases filling pressures to congestive failure levels; dependence on sinus rhythm and low-normal HR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial stiffening</td>
<td>Increased interstitial fibrosis, amyloid deposition</td>
<td>Ventricular filling dependent on atrial pressure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced LV relaxation</td>
<td>Impaired calcium homeostasis; reduced beta receptor responsiveness, early reflected wave</td>
<td>Diastolic dysfunction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced beta receptor responsiveness</td>
<td>Diminished coupling of beta receptor to intracellular adenylate cyclase activity, decreased density of beta receptors</td>
<td>Increased circulating catecholamines; limited increase in HR and contractility in response to endogenous and exogenous catecholamines; impaired baroreflex mechanism to maintain CO; labile BP; more hypotension</td>
<td>Hypotension from anesthetic blunting of sympathetic tone, altered reactivity to vasoactive drugs; increased dependence on Frank-Starling control of BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction system abnormalities</td>
<td>Apoptosis, fibrosis, fatty infiltration, and calcification of pacemaker and His-bundle cells</td>
<td>Conduction block, sick sinus syndrome, atrial fibrillation, decreased contribution of atrial contraction to diastolic volume</td>
<td>Severe bradycardia with potent opioids, decreased CO from decrease in end-diastolic volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiff arteries</td>
<td>Loss of elastin, increased collagen, glycosylation cross linking of collagen</td>
<td>Systolic hypertension Arrival of reflected pressure wave during end-ejection leads to myocardial hypertrophy and impaired diastolic relaxation</td>
<td>Labile BP; diastolic dysfunction, sensitive to volume status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiff veins</td>
<td>Loss of elastin, increased collagen, glycosylation cross linking of collagen</td>
<td>Decreased buffering of changes in blood volume impairs ability to maintain atrial pressure</td>
<td>Changes in blood volume cause exaggerated changes in cardiac filling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>